on the basis of the Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) model. Then the efficiency score of the complex system can be calculated through solving the multiple objective programming. Compared with the traditional data envelopment analysis (DEA) model shows the new model can overcome the drawbacks of the traditional DEA model which ignore the internal structures of decision making units. Using data in input-output table, the new model is tested and the results show that the new model can also evaluate divisional efficiencies, which can help decision maker's to detect the sub-processes needed to be evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Data envelopment analysis (DEA), introduced by Charnes et al. (1978) , has been proved to be an useful tool in evaluating the relative performance of a set of production processes called decision making units (DMUs) . Over past years, several classic DEA models have been proposed and developed, including C2WH model (Charnes el al., 1984) , Banker-Charnes-Cooper (BCC) model (Charnes et al., 1985) .
These classic DEA models treat each DMU as a "black box" by considering only the initial inputs and final outputs produced by it. Consequently, information of the internal activities of a DMU is not utilized in the analysis, and the result is not accurate.
Obviously, for the complex system such as supply chain, input-output table, the classic models cannot properly characterize the performance of the system for ignoring the internal linking activities. So researchers can be hierarchical division, Castelli et al. (2004) proposed two models to evaluate the efficiency. For the other type of system, the structure is more complicated and few models are involved. In this paper, we research the system shown in Figure 1 , which is one of the complicated netted systems.
In the system shown in Figure 1 , each subsystem produces goods for other subsystems and simultaneously receives goods from other subsystems. We refer to this type of system as a matrix-type system. Because of the complex internal structure, the relative performance of these systems cannot be evaluated by the models earlier mentioned. Amatatsu and Ueda (2009) applied SBM model (Tone et al., 2002 (Tone et al., , 2009 to this system and expanded the algorithms to measure the super-efficiency. They considered the linking constraints in the SBM model which ensured the maintenance of continuity between internal inputs and outputs of linked sectors.
Inspired by Amatatsu and Ueda (2009) , we apply classical CCR model to the matrix-type system in this paper and use the new model to characterize the performance of the three sectors input-output table. In the new model, we take the perspective of organization mechanism to deal with the interactions and construct the new production possibility set. On the basis of the constraints, we construct the multiple objective CCR model, and solve this model with optimization method.
MATRIX-TYPE ORGANIZATION AND NETWORK DEA MODEL

Matrix-type organization
In the process of the enterprise management, we tend to solve complex problems such as supply chain system based on life cycle assessment (LCA), input-output system of closed-loop supply chain. These problems can be simplified as shown in Figure 1 . In the figure, there are three subsystems: S1, 2 and 3. Each subsystem has its own external inputs (input1, 2 and 3) and produces its own external outputs (1, 2 and 3). It also has the internal inputs and outputs.
Conventional DEA models treat each DMU as a "black box" as shown in Figure 2 . In this paper, we separate the systems as in Figure 3 . We can see the subsystems' external inputs and outputs are unchanged and the internal linking activities are indicated by Link 12, 13 and 21. For example, Link 21 indicates that the internal input of S1 is linked to the internal output of S2 and Link12 indicates that the internal output of S1 is linked to the internal input of S2. Hereinafter; we do not consider Link k to k . Considering the intermediate product in Figure 3 indicated by Link. To Link12, for example, we need to ensure that the Link12 taken as the input of the subsystem S2 should not be larger than that taken as the output of subsystem S1.The constraint can be expressed as: Link21 Link31
Network Data envelopment analysis (DEA) model for matrix-type organization
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Obviously, the afore-mentioned model is a multiple objective programming. We construct the evaluation function ) (θ h according to linear weighting methods for the model: Then the multiple objective programming matrix D can be converted to the following form:
CHARACTER OF THE NETWORK DEA MODEL
Network DEA efficiency versus "black box" efficiency
The CCR efficiency obtained from traditional "black box" model shown in Figure 2 can be expressed as black
Theorem 1
The efficiency scores obtained from the matrix-type DEA model matrix D and the CCR model black D have the following relationship: 
,from (4), we get: 
Also, we can get:
Note that 5 and 6 together imply that n j j j j , , 1 , , ,
Network DEA efficiency versus YMK model efficiency
If we do not consider the internal constraints, the subsystems in Figure 3 can be seen as three independent parallel subsystems and each subsystem has its own three inputs and three outputs. Yang et al. (2000) have proposed the YMK model for such systems. The input and output of the jth DMU is denoted as: 
We can express the YMK model of the system as:
Theorem 2
The efficiency scores obtained from the matrix-type DEA model matrix D and the YMK model YMK D have the following relationship: Let
Note the second and forth inequality in 8, we get:
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Input-output tables are fundamental statistical data in economic, social, and environmental issues. Chiang et al. (2006) applied black box DEA programs to input-output tables. Jiang et al. (2007) analyzed the national economy efficiency through input-output tables with the DEA method and Amatatsu and Ueda (2009) applied the new SBM model to input-output tables of 47 prefectures of Japan and assessed the industrial efficiencies of them.
In this part, we apply the matrix model to input-output tables. We present input-output tables of three sectors which we compiled from tables of 42 sectors of 29 provinces of Chinese. The classification of sectors is developed by the statistics specification of the national bureau. There are three sectors: the primary sector (01 sector), the secondary sector (02 sector to 29) and tertiary sector (30 sector to 42). Taking Shanghai for example, the data of three sectors input-output table can be listed in Table 1 .
The aforementioned structure can be depicted in Figure  4 . Clearly, the three sectors input-output table can be depicted as the matrix-type organization. Then we apply the models (2), (3), (7) to the system and get the Figure 5 shows the efficiencies of 29 provinces described in Table 2 .
It can be seen that the efficiency scores obtained from the matrix model is equal to or less than those obtained from the black model and the YMK model as mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2. Furthermore, we can see that if one of the subsystems' efficiency scores is equal to or greater than 1, the efficiency scores obtained from black model are 1 such as the 2th DMU and 14th DMU. So, there are only two DMUS whose efficiency scores are 1 in the matrix model while we can get six DMUs in the black model. As shown in Figure 5 , the ranks of the efficiency scores obtained by the three methods are also different. The black model deals with organizations without considering the internal structure, considering only the external inputs and outputs. Although, the internal structure is considered in YMK model, the activities between the subsystems are not. It calculates the efficiency of each subsystem independently. While in new method, in addition to considering the external input and output, they also consider the internal linking activities among the subsystems. As the consumption of internal investment of some subsystems is greater than the internal output, internal efficiency does not achieve optimation and the scores of overall efficiency are lower. So the efficiency scores obtained by the new method are more reasonable. We can also get the relative performance of each subsystem from the Table 2 .
Conclusions
This article establishes a multiple objective CCR model for matrix-type organization and applies this model to the input-output tables. In the new model, the internal linking activities are considered, and the influence of the interaction of the subsystems on the whole efficiency is represented. In contrast to the black model and YMK model, the new model gives more accurate result. Also, the new model can evaluate the relative performance of each subsystem.
In addition to input-output tables, cycle industry is also typical of matrix-type organization. Such as cycle automobile industry, from production, repair to recycle, the inputs and outputs of the three sectors influenced each other. We shall discuss the efficiency of this kind of industry in further study. Also, we can expand BCC model to matrix-type organization to evaluate the technical efficiency of the system. Further investigation is warranted to finish the afore-mentioned work.
